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THIS REPUBLIC DAY, RADICO KHAITAN SALUTES OUR ARMED FORCES, THEIR SACRIFICES, THEIR VALOUR AND THEIR SPIRIT OF VICTORY

When Pakistan threatened India in the summer of 1965, we fought back. Around 30000 Pakistani soldiers crossed over to the Indian side of the Line of Control (LoC), dressed as locals. Their efforts were thwarted by the superior Indian forces resulting in a decisive victory for India.

Pakistan, under General Zia-ul-Haq, launched pre-emptive air strikes on 15 Indian airbases on Dec. 7. But in just 13 days it lost half of its population, its forces in the East, and surrendered to India. This marked the birth of Bangladesh (then East Pakistan).

It began with the infiltration of 900 Pakistani troops and terrorists into Indian territory at strategic locations. In 3 months, the Indian Armed Forces had evacuated Pakistani intruders and successfully recaptured the Tiger Hill and other posts as part of Operation Vijay.

Many sacrifices were made by our brave soldiers during these wars; we deeply respect their courage and inherent spirit of brotherhood. They have instilled a sense of pride, honour and glory in each of us.

HONOURING THE MARTYRS & WAR WIDOWS, AND THANKING ALL OUR SOLDIERS FOR ALWAYS SAFEGUARDING US & OUR MOTHERLAND

1965 SPIRIT OF VICTORY

MUSIC CDs

Contact us:

Scan the QR code to watch "Bhangra," a musical tribute to our armed forces.
The pride of our nation

Corona warriors, Sanitation workers, Soldiers and Farmers!

This Republic Day, we salute the four pillars of our nation

Wish you a very Happy Republic Day
On 26th January 1950, India Wrote Her Destiny

Since 1956, LIC has been helping you create your own

Parade amid protest: President reaches out to farmers on R-Day

"Devoted to your welfare, path to reform can cause misapprehension"

LIZ MATHEW
NEW DELHI, JANUARY 25

With the Farm Laws (Amendment) Act, 2020, the government has introduced three new laws that have sparked widespread protests by farmers across the country. President Ram Nath Kovind, in his address to the nation on the eve of the 72nd Republic Day, said that the "path to reform" may initially cause "misapprehensions," but the government is "singularly devoted" to the welfare of farmers. Kovind also spoke about the border standoff in Ladakh without naming China, and said that India faced an "unsual" situation.

Are Punjab farmers from Pak... can topple govt, says Pawar

SOURAV ROY BARMAN
NEW DELHI, JANUARY 25

Punjab’s Nausherah village was marked as a dot on Google Maps—one of the thousands of villages lying along the 3,000-km boundary between India and Pakistan. Just like the military route on the Western Peripheral Expressway from the village, a dot on the map was the starting point of a tractor parade that saw a cloud of dust rise as the vehicles crossed Sonipat Monday night on their way to Delhi tractor parade. "Punjab’s history in making"

Padma Vibhushan for Abe; Gogoi, Keshubhai, Paswan in honours list

"LOVE, JIHAD LAW: SC LEAVES PLEA TO HC"

Sero survey: Delhi past 50%, near herd immunity

"APPLICATIONS DUE TODAY"
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Republic Day Address to Nation

"Link with dip in cases explained"
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India, China troops clash in Sikkim; resolved, says Army

Bhutan, Tibet, Nekma, China

"EXCLUSIVE"
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"Veteran" to join fleet

Boeing

Dedicated to India's future

This Republic Day, Boeing remains dedicated to the inspiring progress of India and proudly supports the nation's focus towards becoming a global leader in aerospace and defence.

expressnewservice newdelhi, january 25

FORMER JAPANESE prime minister Shinzo Abe, under whose leadership India and Japan cemented their strategic partnership, and legendary singer late SP Balasubramaniam were among the seven Monday named for this year’s Padma Vibhushan.

expressnewservice newdelhi, january 25

"In one district, the prevalence is around 58 percent, which clearly shows that a large number of people have developed antibodies against the virus," said a senior government official. Authorities had collected 20,040 samples—the most during such an exercise in Delhi so far—as part of the survey that ended Friday.

expressnewservice newdelhi, january 25
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Vehicle cross Sonipat Monday night on way to Delhi tractor parade: poppy seeds

NIBBI'S 5,000 TRACTORS, REPORT, P4

"Gallantry Awards for Galwan heroes"

"Love, Jihad Law: SC leaves plea to HC"
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President to farmers

The President said: “Every Indian salutes every farmer, from sea to sea. Every Indian salutes you.”

He said: “In the last two years, farmers have contributed to the economic growth of the country in various ways. They have supported the efforts of the Government in various sectors, including agriculture, education, health, and rural development.”

He added: “In the last two years, farmers have been presented with various opportunities, such as the Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi Yojana, the Kisan Credit Card, and the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana. These programs have helped farmers in various ways, such as providing them with financial assistance and insurance.”

He said: “In the last two years, farmers have also been given various opportunities to improve their quality of life and productivity.”
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Farmers in tractors, policy on toes

Volunteers at Tikri have task cut out: Keep order, peace

SUKHTIR SIWACH

Throughout the day, farmers at Tikri Border will be used to hear the Tricolour and flag being unfurled from a nearby pavilion per square metre of protest. Police—but not farmers—will be in charge of maintaining peace and security. While older farmers will be guiding volunteers from their respective blocks, they will be迅猛地 calling to them in case they come across any trouble. Tractors and a flag of their own will be in hand with instructions and directions to prevent any misadventure.

Sukhbir Siwach, 35, says: "For Mega district, we have named around 100 volunteers from his district. He is making calls to them in case they can come here and stop any trouble. The tractor will have two flags—a Tricolour and a flag of their own. Location will be indicated to them. There will be a map of 7,500 volunteers to whom you will have to give the flag.

We have spoken to the police officials. For Tikri, we will have a restricted area that will be declared by the police. There are three blocks, each with their own president. There are multiple protestsites in South Delhi. They have made a strategy in these blocks and will give clear instructions.

Groups number two to three, around 1,000—1,500 volunteers. So, the police are ready, but the final number will depend on the leaders."
The incidence of chronic kidney disease in India is about 232 patients per million of population. About 240 patients develop kidney failure every year in India. The common causes of kidney diseases are diabetes and not controlled high blood pressure and these two take together account for 50 to 60 percent of kidney diseases. The other causes are hypertension, nephritis, glomerulonephritis, polycystic kidney disease, drugs and infections. Chronic kidney disease is a slowly progressive disease and in its later stage (Stage 5 or kidney failure) it is a life-threatening function. If not treated early, it can lead to loss of 15% to 20% kidney function, which should try to slow down the deterioration of kidney function during these years. Good control of diabetes (HbA1c < 7%) and blood pressure control (BP < 130/80 mmHg) can retard the decline of kidney function.

Are there newer drugs like SGLT2 inhibitors and abiraterone antagonists which seem to be very promising drugs for retarding the progression of chronic kidney disease or in addition to control of diabetes and blood pressure? Elderly age, family history, obesity, diabetes, and high blood pressure, smoking and obesity are risk factors for chronic kidney disease. Healthy food, exercise, and some non-modifiable lifestyle are essential ingredients to prevent these chronic kidney diseases. Multi-targeted strategies have been effectively used in public health and can slow down the deterioration of kidney function in these patients.

What are the latest technical trends in nephrology and research underway in nephrology? Dr. Vijay Kher

The patients with kidney failure have very high mortality which is worse than that of many cancers. The US government along with other stakeholders have come forward to support for project KIDNEY-X which seeks to improve the lives of 300 million people in the world with kidney disease by preventing kidney failure in the early stages and at low cost. Deceased donor kidney transplantation is the only treatment available for kidney failure patients in this country. Our national programme for prevention and control of diabetes, hypertension and polycystic kidney diseases have been effectively used in public health and can slow down the deterioration of kidney function in these patients.

Can the condition of a sick kidney be reversed if detected early? Acute kidney injury due to diabetes, blood loss and severe infections, infections that can be treated with conventional drugs. If diabetes and blood pressure are controlled effectively and consistently from the early stages, one might be able to prevent the progression of kidney disease. Chronic kidney disease can be slow and should be slowed down. There are newer drugs like SGLT2 inhibitors and abiraterone antagonists which seem to be very promising drugs for retarding the progression of chronic kidney disease or in addition to control of diabetes and blood pressure.

Elderly age, family history, obesity, diabetes, and high blood pressure, smoking and obesity are risk factors for chronic kidney disease. Healthy food, exercise, and some non-modifiable lifestyle are essential ingredients to prevent these chronic kidney diseases. Multi-targeted strategies have been effectively used in public health and can slow down the deterioration of kidney function in these patients.
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Health infra built over last 5 yrs helped fight Covid: Kejriwal

New Delhi: Delhi Deputy CM Manish Sisodia and Minister Counselor for Public Affairs of US Embassy Yogi Adityanath unveiled the Ashoka Pillar at the Delhi Legislative Assembly, Monday.

A health ID will be created. One identity card for all patients, said Arvind Kejriwal.

Kejriwal added: Delhi is the first city in the world to start placing people where they resided. Over 3.1 lakh people, covered under home isolation, were waiting in queues for the first time in the history of the country. The first plasmabank in Delhi, which was started first in Delhi, has been started.

Kejriwal said: "By March, a big scheme — dope delivery in March and health cards by year-end" will be waiting for you at the doorstep. A health ID will be created. One identity card for all patients. A health ID will be created.

Kejriwal added: "Welcome to the world opened. So far, 4,929 patients have recovered. When you go to hospital, you can book appointments online etc. The doctor, who is the person of the designated hour, said.

The director added, "Doorstep delivery in March, health cards by year-end".

Kejriwal said, "We have to strengthen the system, that was started first in Delhi, where the first plasmabank in the world opened. So far, 4,929 patients have recovered. When you go to hospital, you can book appointments online etc."

Kejriwal added: "Welcome to the world opened. So far, 4,929 patients have recovered. When you go to hospital, you can book appointments online etc."
Shridhar Abe

He was the first Japanese PhD to be Chief Guest at the 12th NCPA Foundation Day in 2014. He was also awarded the Pahlawan of the Nation in 1989 for his contributions to nuclear science and technology.

Dr. Belle Monappa

President, Manipur University

Keshubhai Patel

The NF corporation was founded by Mr. Patel in 1995. Patel was known for his business acumen and diplomatic skills. He died in 2007. His death was a great shock to the business world.

Nairnesh Singh Ruparelia

He was the founder of the Ruparelia Group, a major Indian business family.

Tarun Goswami

Advisory Board Member, Prerna

Rajdeep Singh

He was a celebrated TV personality and a well-known actor. His career spanned several decades in India, including international film festivals.

Sumitra Mahajan

She was a member of the Lok Sabha from Madhya Pradesh. She also served as a Member of Parliament for several terms.

Shripad Naik

He was a member of the Lok Sabha from Goa and also served as a Member of Parliament.

Kishore Man Daga

He was a member of the Lok Sabha from Andhra Pradesh.

Sanjay Raut

He was the Chief Minister of Maharashtra.

Girish Ramnath Badracharya

He was a member of the Rajya Sabha.

Dilip Prabhavalkar

He was a member of the Lok Sabha from Maharashtra.

Pramod Madhwaraj

He was a member of the Lok Sabha from Uttar Pradesh.

Aditya Thackeray

He was the President of the Bharatiya Janata Party's youth wing.

Javadekar

He was the Minister of State for Environment, Forest, and Climate Change.

Sushma Swaraj

She was a member of the Lok Sabha from Delhi.

Sanjay Jaiswal

He was a member of the Lok Sabha from Jharkhand.

Alok Arti

He was a member of the Lok Sabha from Uttar Pradesh.

Sukhdeo singh

He was a member of the Lok Sabha from Haryana.

PM Narendra Modi interacts with the awardees via a video conference in Delhi. ( PTI)

In his message, Modi said, "Today, India honours its bravehearts with the prestigious awards. They, the armed forces, have been witness to various historic events in the recent past. Their courage, bravery, and selflessness in safeguarding India’s sovereignty, security, and integrity are inspiring. The awards, such as the Kirti Chakra, Vir Chakra, and other gallantry awards, are symbols of their selfless dedication.

The J&K Police among state police forces who have been given the highest gallantry awards for their performance in the Galwan Valley clash.
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**Tech Troubles**

WITHSTAND lawyers, government officials and even some industries are complaining about online disengaging tools in the context of the Supreme Court, apparently due to shortcomings in the Supreme Court's decision, which was the Supreme Court's decision. The committee on Monday passed the resolution allowing the president to withdraw the decision and the committee on Tuesday passed the resolution allowing the president to withdraw the decision. On Thursday, the president was handed out the list of possible changes to the committee on Thursday, according to the committee.

---

**FARMERS’ PROTEST**

**R-Day venues of Haryana CM, ministers shifted**

Gopal Rai, the CM of Haryana, moved to Delhi, saying the farmers will be met there. A meeting with the farmers was scheduled with the president in Delhi on Monday.

---

**BSY rejigs cabinet again, new portfolios for some ministers**
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ARRUNACHAL PRADESH PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
The Executive Engineer, Chayangtajo Division, PWD, Arunachal Pradesh, Chayangtajo invites on behalf of the Governor of Arunachal Pradesh online item rate bids in e-tender system for the following work:

GOREGAON DEPARTMENTAL HEAD OFFICE
Notice

NORTHERN RAILWAY

WESTERN RAILWAY
The Indian Express, Tuesday, January 26, 2021

**THIS REPUBLIC DAY**

The tableau and the tractor both underline the significance of talking to the public rather than talking down to them.

*O* n Tuesday, Republic Day will be celebrated throughout the country with great enthusiasm and fervor. There are also signs that the government must unveil measures that address these issues in the upcoming budget. Ties in access to education and health and the growing gender disparities will be visible. Education has worsened. The impact on the female workforce has been equally grim. But, worsening labor market inequality is transformative capacity in both urban and rural areas. But, worsening labor market inequality is.

**SHARING THE HOMELAND**

**THE GOVERNMENT has made a series of announcements toward a robust vaccine delivery system.** The Indian Express

T \n

govt must unveil measures that address these issues in the upcoming budget.

The Indian Express

**IT TAKES TWO**

What stood out in LK’s interviews was the realization – a conversation involves two people, all is speech.

T e Indian Express

**January 26, 1981, Forty Years Ago**

**NEW DELHI – THE CONSTITUTION IS NOT A MERELY LAWYERS’ DOCUMENT. IT IS A VEHICLE OF LIFE, AND IT'S SPIRIT IS ALWAYS THE SPIRIT OF AGE — B.R. AMBEDKAR**

**WORLDLY WISE**

The writer is a senior associate editor at The Indian Express.
**WHAT THE OTHERS SAY**

“Whatever signal China may be trying to send by its actions or denials, the Indian administration should continue to stand with the people of Hong Kong.”

— THE NEW YORK TIMES

**WHAT THE OTHERS SAY**

“Democracy in the 21st century is not just about voting for a party to govern or against a party. It is about the way of life and the soul of the nation.”

— V.S. Ramachandran

**THE IDEAS PAGE**

**What binds the nation**

India is based on a consensus-building model derived from our historical traditions. It is not an import.

---

**The gender parity**

Budget 2021 must push for women-led development and economic recovery

---

**Letters to the Editor**

**BJP like Congress**

**BJP-TMC STRIFE**

---

**Ideas Online**

**Nithin Tyrawya**

---

**BJP supporters were told to burn the party logo and symbol.**

**Devesh George, Panjim**

---

**BJP**
 Ahead of the Budget, what is the state of the economy? The government's narrative tells us that its key objectives are to strengthen jobs and boost consumption. However, the employment data has been concerning, with over 20% of the workforce being unemployed. This, coupled with the recent surge in COVID-19 cases, suggests a persisting economic slowdown.

The fiscal position is also under pressure. The fiscal deficit for FY2021 is projected to be around 11.5%, well above the target range. The revenue mix has not changed significantly, with indirect taxes accounting for a major share. This is likely to persist in FY2022, as the financial year begins with the new tax year.

What are the key measures announced in the Budget and their likely impact?

The Budget is expected to focus on boosting consumption, employment, and infrastructure spending. The union government has announced a host of measures to achieve these objectives. Here are some of the key points:

1. Infrastructure: The government has announced a large-scale infrastructure push, with a focus on roads, railways, and airports. This is expected to create jobs and boost economic activity.

2. Jobs: The government has announced a series of measures to boost job creation. These include schemes to provide training and skill development, and incentives for employers to hire new workers.

3. Consumption: The government has announced a range of measures to boost consumption, such as increased spending on welfare schemes and tax incentives for middle-class taxpayers.

4. Climate Action: The government has announced a large-scale push for climate action, with a focus on renewable energy and green infrastructure.

What are the risks associated with the Budget?

While the Budget is expected to provide a boost to the economy, there are risks associated with it. These include:

1. Fiscal Deficit: The fiscal deficit is likely to remain high, which could lead to higher interest rates and lower investment.

2. Transparency: There are concerns about the transparency of the Budget process, which has been criticized in recent years.

3. Fiscal Consolidation: The government has not announced any significant measures to address the long-term fiscal imbalances, which could lead to higher interest rates and lower investment in the future.

The Budget should not be seen in isolation, but rather as part of a broader framework for economic development. The government should be transparent about the assumptions underlying the Budget, and should also provide a roadmap for how it plans to address the longer-term fiscal imbalances.
IN UN toss, Tamil Nadu among top four; Telangana slips to 13th

The Tamil Nadu cricket team have been the highest run scorers in the ongoing Vijay Hazare Trophy. Tamil Nadu, with 599 runs scored in the two matches, have been followed by Uttar Pradesh (573) and Karnataka (556). Telangana, who were the top run-scorers in the 2019-20 season, have slipped to 13th place with 299 runs in two matches.

**Match Results**

**Tamil Nadu vs Triangular Tournament:**
- Tamil Nadu: 467/5 (264 overs)
- Uttar Pradesh: 573/6 (324 overs)
- Tamil Nadu: 494/7 (324 overs)

**Uttar Pradesh vs Karnataka:**
- Uttar Pradesh: 304/5 (200 overs)
- Karnataka: 300/6 (200 overs)

**Karnataka vs Tamil Nadu:**
- Karnataka: 281/9 (200 overs)
- Tamil Nadu: 358/5 (200 overs)

**Points Table**

1. Uttar Pradesh: 573 (2 matches)
2. Tamil Nadu: 494 (2 matches)
3. Karnataka: 476 (2 matches)
4. Punjab: 384 (2 matches)
5. Tamil Nadu: 299 (2 matches)

**Next Matches**

- Tamil Nadu vs Punjab: 21st Feb
- Karnataka vs Punjab: 21st Feb

**Form Guide**

**Tamil Nadu:** W W L W W
**Uttar Pradesh:** L W W W W
**Karnataka:** W W L L W

**Tamil Nadu:** W W L L W
**Punjab:** W L L L W
**Tamil Nadu:** W L L L W

**Upcoming Schedule**

- **Tamil Nadu vs Punjab:** 21st Feb 2021
- **Karnataka vs Punjab:** 21st Feb 2021

**Notes**

- The last four matches of the tournament will be played in two groups, with the top two teams from each group advancing to the semi-finals.
- The final will be played on 28th February 2021.

**Contact Information**

- Tamil Nadu Cricket Association:
  - Address: P.O. Box 1234, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600030
  - Phone: +91-44-28961111
  - Email: info@tamilnaducricket.com

- Indian Cricket Board:
  - Address: BCCI House, 55 Gurgaon, Delhi 110022
  - Phone: +91-11-23342222
  - Email: info@bcci.org

---

**Additional Information**

- The tournament is part of the Indian Premier League (IPL) calendar, and the matches are being played under the aegis of the BCCI.
- The tournament is being hosted by the Tamil Nadu Cricket Association.
- The matches are being broadcast live on Star Sports and live streaming on the BCCI's official website.

---

**More Cricket News**

- **Today's Top Stories**
  - Tamil Nadu crushes Karnataka in Vijay Hazare Trophy
  - India's World Cup dream hangs in balance
  - BCCI planning to host IPL in February

- **Upcoming Events**
  - Indian Premier League (IPL)
  - Asia Cup

---

**Follow Us**

- **Twitter:** @CricTrackerIndia
- **Facebook:** CricTracker
- **LinkedIn:** CricTracker

---

**About Us**

CricTracker is a leading cricket news website that covers all the latest cricket news, updates, and analysis from around the world. We provide in-depth coverage of international cricket tournaments, domestic cricket leagues, and more. Our team of expert journalists and analysts bring you the most comprehensive cricket coverage you can find online.

---

**Contact Us**
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  - Phone: +91-44-28961111
  - Email: info@tamilnaducricket.com

---
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Russia’s that the bloc must support, especially after 27 top diplomats, said “a province amid tight security downtown water front on Balochistan province, was a logisticalexchanges,” he said.

Trade, investment and tech-tory and exclusion ary stans- Monday. Karima Baloch, the political activist who died in exile in Canada, buried amid th- CHINA
Xicalls for stronger macro-economic coordination

CHINA: PRIME Minister on Monday called for closer coordination on economic and social development and the belo-th that can lead to a stronger economic growth and social stability. He also called for stronger coordination.

The prime minister said that the country’s economic and social development are facing a number of the cons-ments of the virus outbreak. In a meeting with the cabinet, the prime minister urged a gulf urgently built in a strong economic and social development.

The prime minister said that China is building an open world economy, which is more transparent and public lawness.

And is also more committed to defending its interests and ambitions.

EU to debate Russia sanctions after認

THE EU has been called on by Russian lawmakers to impose sanctions on Russia and its leaders. The EU has been asked to support the demands of Russia.

And to demonstrate that the EU is ready to face Russia.

The EU is also asked to demonstrate that it is ready to face the Russian leaders.

The call comes amid growing tensions between Russia and the EU.

Mexico President tests positive

Mexico City: Mexican President Andrés Manuel López Obrador tested positive for COVID-19 on Monday, according to his office.

The president, who is seeking a second term in office, remains in isolation despite the positive test result. He is expected to be asymptomatic. The president tested positive.

The test result comes amid growing concerns about the spread of COVID-19 in Mexico, where the number of cases continues to rise.

After nearly two years of battling the pandemic, Mexico is still struggling to control the virus. The latest test result is a setback for Mexico, which has been consistently ranked among the countries with the highest number of cases.

The test result comes amid growing concerns about the spread of COVID-19 in Mexico, where the number of cases continues to rise.
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India celebrates 72nd Republic Day amidst precautionary measures. The celebration is a sight to behold for every Indian

With men in uniform parading the sky and land, on one hand, and various state cultural performances delighting the people, on the other, R-day celebrations at Raipath, New Delhi, is a must see attraction for every Indian.
Government of Jharkhand
Department of Urban Development
G-13, Block-III, PN持ち
e-Procurement Notice
Notice No.: 14.01.2021
Short Notice

Government of Jharkhand, Department of Urban Development invites sealed tenders for the construction of the following schemes:

1. Scheme of GOMP—Package 1
2. Scheme of GOMP—Package 2
3. Scheme of GOMP—Package 3
4. Scheme of GOMP—Package 4
5. Scheme of GOMP—Package 5

The projects include construction of various government buildings, infrastructure development, and development of various government facilities. The projects are located in different parts of Jharkhand, including Ranchi, Dhanbad, and Jamshedpur.

Tenders are invited from experienced and reputable developers with a proven track record in the construction industry. The selected developer will be responsible for the design, construction, and handing over of the projects.

Interested parties are required to submit their tenders online through the e-procurement portal of the Jharkhand Government, available at www.mptenders.gov.in. All tenders must be submitted by 17.30 Hrs. on 01.03.2021.

The Reserve Price of Premium for CLP is Rs. 10,000 per CLP. The Bids will be evaluated as per the criteria specified in the RFP Document.

For more information, please visit the website www.mphousing.in or contact the Project Coordinator at 9970119497.

NOTE: The Government reserves the right to accept or reject any tender without assigning any reason.

S.D./-,
C/O -

Government of Jharkhand, Department of Urban Development
Jharkhand, India

Date: 01.02.2021

---

PUBLIC NOTICE

Any such illegal act shall be taken as an act of fraud and the concernining society shall not be responsible for any act(s) committed by Shri Akash Dheer in any manner, from them after settling all the disputes with properties and have cut off all family relations.
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The Karnataka High Court has ruled that data collected by the government’s Aarogya Setu app is shared with WhatsApp and Facebook in violation of privacy, court said.

**Aarogya Setu**

The court observed that the consent provided by the user for sharing data with the Aarogya Setu app is not visible to the user. The court observed that the consent provided by the user for sharing data with the Aarogya Setu app is not visible to the user.

**WhatsApp’s new privacy policy**

Senior Advocate Kapil Sibal, appearing for the petitioners, argued that the new privacy policy of WhatsApp and Facebook does not provide for any informed consent of users.

**HC rules**

Chief Justice Abhay Sreenivas Oka and Justice Viswajith Shetty said that the court had to examine whether the new privacy policy of WhatsApp and Facebook is in compliance with the Indian Constitution.

**Privacy policy**

Justice Shreyas Kripalani, who was hearing the case, said that the new privacy policy of WhatsApp and Facebook is in violation of the Indian Constitution.

**HC restrains Centre, NIC from sharing Aarogya Setu data**
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**Team meet after Adelaide laid foundation for turnaround**

By Peter Vidal

Over the weekend, India’suhan Rishabh Pant was at the heart of the action in Melbourne. The wicketkeeper-batsman was in the thick of things once again as he starred in the Test against Australia with a half-century and a crucial 30-run partnership with Ajinkya Rahane.

**Rahane on Pant’s role**

Rahane said Pant’s all-round performance was crucial in helping India to a solid start in the second Test. The skippers spoke to the assembled media at a press conference after the end of play on Monday. "Team meet after Adelaide laid foundation for turnaround"
**Cocooned Down Under**

No housekeeping, strict division of training time, constant surveillance outdoors: Nagal’s schedule in Oz Open

**SHAHID JUDGE
NEW DELHI, JANUARY 25
EXPRESS NEWSSERVICE**

Happy but Namibir sir should have got Padma earlier, says Usha

**NE Yamini
NEW DELHI, JANUARY 25
EXPRESS NEWSSERVICE**

Occasional smoke and frequent peace have improved Usha’s health.

**Mrinmoy Bhattacharyya
NEW DELHI, JANUARY 25
WWW.INDIANEXPRESS.COM**

Gyanvedika, the third woman to win an award in this category, made a special appearance.

**MISHRAVIRAJ**

**SPORT**

**TUESDAY, JANUARY 26, 2021**

---

---
Heartiest Greetings
To
People of Haryana On
REPUBLIC DAY

"The Constitution of India has a special identity across the world. The fundamental rights enshrined in our constitution give us the rights as citizens of a free democratic Nation. India has touched glorious heights in various fields due to the strenuous efforts of its people. On the solemn occasion of Republic Day, let us come together and take a pledge to march on the path of progress and make the Nation and State 'Aatmanirbhar'."

-Manohar Lal, Chief Minister, Haryana
India and Australia aim to take their bilateral relationship to new heights in 2021, investing in new sectors for mutual benefit even as they deepen their engagement in traditional areas of cooperation.

India and Australia see each other as strategic partners, reflecting their shared interests in regional stability, economic growth, and counter-terrorism efforts. The two nations have a long history of cooperation, dating back to the mid-19th century, and their growing strategic partnership is seen as crucial in the Indo-Pacific region, which is rapidly becoming a strategic priority for both countries.

The relationship between India and Australia has been strengthened in recent years, with a number of high-level visits and agreements. In 2014, the two nations signed a Comprehensive Strategic Partnership, which aims to deepen cooperation in a range of areas, including defence, security, trade, and education.

Economic ties between the two countries have also grown significantly. Australia is India’s fifth-largest trading partner, with two-way goods trade amounting to $61.6 billion in 2018-19. India is the second-largest destination for Australian exports, while Australia is the third-largest export market for India.

Tourism is another area where the two countries have seen growth. In 2019, India was Australia’s third-largest source of tourists, with approximately 740,000 Indian visitors spending over $2.5 billion in Australia. The Australian government has expressed interest in further increasing these numbers, with a target of doubling tourism from India by 2025.

India and Australia also have strong people-to-people ties, with a large Indian diaspora living and working in Australia. India is Australia’s second-largest source of skilled migrants, with over 130,000 Indian nationals living in Australia.

In conclusion, the strategic partnership between India and Australia is seen as a critical element in maintaining regional stability and promoting economic growth in the Indo-Pacific region. As the two countries continue to deepen their cooperation, they will be well-positioned to meet the challenges of the 21st century and build a brighter future for their peoples.